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Spruce Craft uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using spruce craft, you acknowledge our use of cookies. Microsoft Word provides a feature that allows you to search for text within the document. You can also use advanced settings to make your search more specific, such as ignoring case matching or
punctuation. Here is how to use it. To find text in Word Doctor to find text in Word, you need to access the navigation pane. You can do this by selecting Search in the Edit group of home tab. An alternative way to access this pane is by using the Ctrl+F shortcut key on Windows or command +F related on mac: how to search for text inside
any file using navigation pane, open with navigation pane, enter the text you want to search for. The number of examples that appear in the document will be displayed. You can navigate through search results by selecting the up and down arrows at the bottom of the search box or by clicking directly on the result snippet in the Navigation
Pane. The installation of advanced search features is the warning with the basic search function that it doesn't take into account as many things as the case of letters in text. This is a problem if you are searching for a document that contains a lot of content, such as a book or thesis. You can fix these details by going to the Edit group of
the Home tab, select the arrow next to Search, and select Advanced Find from the drop-down list. The Search and Replace window will appear. Select More. In the Search Options group, see the box next to the options you want to enable. Now, the next time you search for text in Word, the search will work with the selected advanced
options. RELATED: Microsoft Word: Document formatting is an important part of the history of mandatory Union Pacific 90 Steam development and is protected by one of only three three-cylinder steam locomotives. ©2015 Ryan C. Kunley, licensed for About.com, Inc. George Stephenson invented the predecessor steam locomotive of
modern trains in 1814. Stephenson, who works in the coal mining industry after 10 months of tampering, designed his first train, named Bluecher. Stephenson's track was just 450 feet long, but his engine carried eight loaded coal wagons weighing 30 tons at about 4 mph. Since then, trains have been an integral part of world and U.S.
history, History.com notes: Trains North helped win the Civil War. The world's first travel agency got its start thanks to a train trip. The railways gave us standardized time zones. Miles of rail track in the United States reached its peak in 1916 (with about 400,000 miles). As of 2014, there were still more than 160,0 miles of train tracks in the
U.S., with each mile generating more than $820,0 a year, according to the rail service. Teach students these and other interesting train fabrics using free printables offered in the slides ahead. Print PDF: Trains Word Search This will be the first activity, students explore the 10 words commonly associated with trains. Use activity to find out
what they already know about trains and discuss about the conditions with which they are unfamiliar. Print PDF: Trains Vocabulary Sheet In this activity, students match each of the 10 words from the word bank with proper definition. It is a perfect way for students to learn key words associated with trains. Print PDF: Train Crossword
Puzzle Invite your students to learn more about trains by matching clues with the appropriate word in this fun crossword puzzle. Each key word has been included in a word bank to make activity accessible to young students. Print PDF: Train Challenge This multiple choice challenge will test your student's knowledge about the facts
related to trains. Let your child practice his research skills by checking in to his local library or on the Internet to find answers to questions he is unsure about. Print PDF: Train Alphabet Activity Primary Age students can practice their alphabet skills with this activity. They will keep the words associated with the trains in alphabetical order.
Print PDF: Draw Trains and Write Pages Small children or students can draw a picture of the train and write a short sentence about it. Alternatively: Provide students with pictures of different types of trains -- such as steam, diesel or electric engines -- and then they should draw a picture of the train they choose. Print PDF: Trains prepare
for this tick-tac-toe game ahead of time by cutting the pieces on the tic-tac-toe page dotted line and then by separating the pieces -- or the older children do so themselves. Then, to play the train tic-tac-claws to fun — featuring rail cross signs and conductor hats — with its students. Print PDF: Train Balcony. Do students cut the balcony
and punching holes where they point, cut it and make a train balcony. Tie an elastic string to this fitting visor for the size of the baby or student's head. If you are using a thread or other string, use two pieces and tie the bow in the back to fit the baby's head. Print PDF: Train Theme Paper. Students have to research facts about trains — on
the Internet or in books — and then write a brief summary of what they learned on this train subject paper. To motivate students, show a brief documentary on trains before dealing with the paper. Print PDF: Train Puzzle Kids will love to put this train puzzle together. Do they cut the pieces, mix them and then hold them back together.
Explain to the students that most of the goods had to be taken overland by a horse-drawn car before they invented the trains. Kids can learn new Easter vocabulary and practice their spelling with these easy-to-find word search games with a Pascal theme. More religious in many of these riddles The Bible word search features non-
religious themes of buns and eggs instead of puzzles. To solve offline, these Print-friendly Easter worksheet. Puzzles are listed in order of difficulty, from easiest to most challenging. Easter Word Search Puzzles: Here, you'll find a four-word search game with easter theme. You can choose between a secular or religious version of the
puzzle. An easy, six word game or a more challenging game consisting of 18 or 20 words. The puzzle is available in either black and white or color. Solution provided. Squigly's Easter Word Search: This medium difficulty game includes 19 hidden words related to the religious aspect of Easter. Easter Basket Word Search: There are 20
words in this game that can bring delicious treats to the Easter Bunny. Easter Bunny word search: Here's a spring puzzle dedicated to rabbits themselves. Find 20 words associated with this symbol of springtime fertility. Easter Sunday Surprise Word Search: This religious word search puzzle features 20 words from Luke 24:1-12. Here in
class, in Sunday school class, or on the kitchen table, free crossword games have been selected to print and solve. Easter crossword puzzle: Nine Easter-related words are featured in this freeform puzzle. Solutions are provided. Easter crossword puzzle: Here's an easy crossword puzzle featuring 11 themed entries. The picture version of
the puzzle is excellent for preschool and kids who are just learning to read and write. Older kids can use verbal clues to solve puzzles. Puzzles are available in black and white and color. Solution provided. Easter crossword puzzle for kids: This 14 word crossword puzzle uses short words and long clues. Easter Mides Crossword: For
middle school students, a 21-word crossword worksheet featuring both religious and secular aspects of the holiday. Solution provided. Squigly's Easter crossword: Twenty-two Easter-related words are used in this crossword game of moderate difficulty. Easter Deluxe Crossword: This challenging crossword game has 28 themed entries.
Solution provided. Here are some favorite online Easter jigsaw games for kids. The three-dimensional puzzle pieces of these puzzles are more fun. Anyone can create their own jigsaw puzzles to share with family and friends. Young children who haven't yet learned to read can also benefit from solving puzzles. Spot these free hidden
photo and difference puzzles are a great way to develop kids' observation skills. Often found in magazines for young readers, these visual puzzles are a good tool to help children develop patience and alertness. Kids can test their observation skills with these free hidden photo games featuring images related to Easter festivities. Little kids
can know and practice their numbers with these free Easter connect-the-dot games. Enjoy these easy counting games featuring eggs, chicks, rabbits and other symbols of Easter. Word games provide a good brain workout for the development of readers. Easter Anagrams: Letters to come up with a word or unscramble What to do with
Easter. Easter Word Scramble: On this page, you'll find two sets of scrambled word puzzles. Once you have unscrabbled the letter, use the parikrama letters to understand the hidden word. Easter Word Unscrable: Fifteen Easter words need unscordering in this print-friendly anagram game. Print out these puzzles for even more puzzle
fun. Fun.
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